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Abstract 
 

The paper will illustrate an “integrated safety case”, which involves combining both pre-closure and 
post-closure safety arguments from the point of view of a repository implementer, who must also 
ensure that projects are practical, acceptable and economic. The post-closure safety case is based on 
the performance of a number of barriers, which are established during construction, operation and 
closure. Such barriers must be confirmed using quality assured methods, supported, as required, by 
inspection and monitoring. The requirement for integrated assessment means that even the final 
process to end institutional control and transfer any liabilities from the implementer needs to be 
considered at present, even though this will undoubtedly be refined and tailored to the site 
characteristics over the many decades that will pass before this occurs. To illustrate the practical 
application of this approach, assessment of variants for remote-handled emplacement of the EBS for 
disposal of HLW in Japan will be discussed. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

The term “safety case” has been extensively discussed in recent years (e.g. NEA, 2004), emphasising 
that the convincing demonstration of safety needed to license a facility involves more than a 
quantitative performance assessment. There has, however, tended to be a focus on post-closure safety; 
as projects move closer to implementation, however, construction and operational safety become 
increasingly important. In Japan, this is particularly topical, as a recent amendment of the law 
governing geological disposal has established a requirement for stepwise production of a 
comprehensive safety case that will specify operations up to final repository closure.  

Safety concerns start at the point of planning site characterisation, involving both assessing direct 
hazards associated with characterisation technology and the potential of such work to degrade the 
post-closure performance of the site (as evaluated by baseline monitoring). Evaluation of operational 
logistics has highlighted how critical the engineered barrier system (EBS) design is for the reference 
case of emplacement of 5 packages of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) per day (see also 
Kawamura et al., 2008). The emplacement process will be carried out by remote handling, hence 
needs to be robust and to fail safe in the event of any kind of operational perturbation. Any recovery 
and remediation work resulting from perturbations should, wherever possible, be feasible with tele-
operated equipment.  

 
The post-closure safety case is based on the performance of a number of barriers, which are 
established during construction, operation and closure. Such barriers must be confirmed using quality 
assured methods, supported as required by monitoring. The requirement for an integrated assessment 
means that even the final process to end institutional control and transfer any liabilities from the 
implementer needs to be considered at present, even though this will undoubtedly be refined and 
tailored to the site characteristics over the many decades that will pass before this occurs. Figure 1 
illustrates interface between pre closure safety case and post closure safety case especially focusing on 
near field (NF) evolution. This illustration could be expanded to story board which can apply on 
system understanding how multi barrier system behaves in long term period.  
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Figure 1:  Transfer from pre-closure to post closure safety (Bentonite block EBS concept) 

Here we consider how to optimise repository design in general – and the operational procedures in 
particular – in order to improve practicality. This not only reduces risks to operators, but also, due to 
improved quality assurance, contributes towards building a more convincing case for post-closure 
safety.  

 

2 Background: Disposal of HLW in Japan 
 

The fundamental Japanese concept for the disposal of vitrified HLW from the reprocessing of 
commercial power reactor spent fuel is summarised in the H12 project (JNC, 2000). This study 
showed that a very robust near field is provided by the combination of a massive steel overpack and a 
thick buffer composed of a dense bentonite-sand mixture. Such a design minimises requirements on 
the geosphere barrier and thus allowed the fundamental safety of disposal of such waste to be 
established for typical conditions that might be found in a potential Japanese host rock.  

Since it was established in 2000, the implementing organisation for geological disposal of Japanese 
HLW (NUMO) has initiated a siting process for a HLW repository based on an open call for 
volunteers. Volunteering clearly sets constraints on how safety is established, for example places 
emphasis on strong exclusion criteria which preclude consideration of sites that would not meet 
minimum geological stability requirements or could cause resource conflicts (e.g. Kitayama et al., 
2007). Additionally, it also introduces more practical concerns – for example establishing how site 
characteristics that are not necessarily detrimental to post-closure safety, but which could influence 
operational safety and practicality, are taken into account.  

The conceptual procedures required to address these concerns have already been discussed by NUMO 
– for example the use of a repository design catalogue to allow flexible tailoring of design details to 
site characteristics (NUMO, 2004) and establishment of a management approach to allow iterative 
modification of designs as site understanding improves or project boundary conditions change 
(NUMO, 2007). The problem, however, is how to move forward from the very idealised systems 
examined in H12 to designs that are practically feasible, safe and robust under the conditions expected 
in a working repository located in a specific host environment. As a disposal system is examined in 
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increasingly fine detail, more complexity arises that requires balancing of different requirements – 
involving not only safety and practicality, but also such aspects as economics and public acceptability. 
One possible approach is to define an “integrated safety case” which, in effect, incorporates all the 
arguments that support license applications. This thus includes all the aspects directly associated with 
operational and post closure safety, but also explicitly covers the safety “trade-offs” in terms of cost, 
environmental impact, etc. that are inevitable in any major project, but which are not usually explicitly 
discussed in radioactive waste disposal documentation. 

 

3 The Integrated Safety Case 
 

Even if focused on post-closure safety, it is impossible to completely dissociate a safety case from the 
consideration of how a repository is sited, constructed and operated. This is clear from the first steps 
of site characterisation, where a careful balance has to be achieved when considering the use of 
invasive methods involving deep boreholes. Increased numbers of boreholes improve site 
understanding and can reduce uncertainties in the performance of the geological barrier – but the 
boreholes themselves act as potential short circuits and large numbers of them could significantly 
degrade the favourable properties of the geosphere. There are also considerable costs involved – both 
financial and in terms of time and use of limited resources of expert manpower – which need to be 
balanced against the value of knowledge gained. 

The post-closure safety case is particularly strongly coupled to construction and operation. At the most 
fundamental level, the starting point of the analysis of long-term performance is an assumption that the 
engineered barriers are emplaced to specification in a quality assured manner. In older studies this 
assumption was undefended; however, as repositories move closer to implementation, such a critical 
boundary condition needs clear and transparent justification. As highlighted by several of the papers at 
this workshop, this justification is not a trivial matter; it requires development and testing of the 
equipment that could be used to transport and emplace the various components of the EBS – possibly 
using remote-handling or tele-operation technology. Here it has to be emphasised that design and 
testing needs to consider the particular constraints set by working underground (limited space, high 
humidity, etc.), practical project boundary conditions (e.g. waste package emplacement rate), quality 
monitoring and the practicality and safety of recovery from any kind of operational disturbance. The 
measures required to establish a realistic emplacement system may limit the extent to which quality 
can be assured and also introduce additional components to the very idealised cases considered in past 
performance assessments, e.g.: 

• Drainage systems;    
 
• Tunnel & borehole liners;   

 
• Borehole caps & plugs;   

 
• Temporary infrastructure for ventilation, power supply, communication, monitoring, etc. 

which may leave traces after its removal;   
 

• Infrastructure that may be abandoned in place – rails for heavy equipment, lifting plates, 
transport shells, etc. 

 
It is likely that there will be conflicts between the requirements for ease of operation and for 
simplifying the arguments to support long-term safety and hence trade-offs have to be made (Figure. 
2). When formally evaluating various options – e.g. using some form of multi-attribute analysis – it is 
useful to consider all top-level requirements, including economics, environmental impact and public 
acceptance. Even if treatment of these requirements is rather simplistic at early programme stages, 
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their explicit inclusion helps to ensure completeness and reduces the risk of concentrated R&D efforts 
on designs that need to be modified in a major way before implementation. 

With such thoughts in mind, we see advantages in a more extended definition of the term “safety case” 
than is common at present; here, for example, it is considered to be an integration of all arguments that 
support the licensing requirement that a specific repository is sufficiently safe. Safety is assured during 
all programme phases – site characterisation, construction, operation, closure / institutional control and 
post closure. Emphasis is, however, on “sufficient” safety, recognising not only that complete safety is 
impossible in any human activity, but also that, as indicated above, the final project will involve trade-
offs between safety during different project phases and also between safety and other global project 
requirements.  

Throughout the nuclear industry there has been in recent years an increasing emphasis on establishing 
a “safety culture”, in which safety takes precedence over all other project requirements. There is a risk, 
however, that this focus on safety is over-stated, particularly for deep geological disposal where post-
closure hazards are generally so low that there may be room to reduce over-design without 
compromising the argument that the repository is sufficiently safe. Balancing long-term safety against 
other constraints, such as cost or public acceptance, is clearly a highly sensitive topic and is rarely 
documented – probably due to the risk of it being misinterpreted, either inadvertently by non-experts 
or deliberately by nuclear opponents. Nevertheless, this is part of the real world and is recognised in 
the “Best Practice” or “Best Available Technology” requirements that are often included in 
environmental legislation (e.g. BATNEEC; Best Available Technology Not Entailing Excessive Costs 
– Sorrell, 2002). This is also, as noted for example by NUMO (2004), a consequence of the ethical 
principle of sustainability – the effort and resources used to develop a repository should not be 
disproportionate to the hazard involved. 

Such an integrated treatment makes it easier to assure flexibility to respond to changing boundary 
conditions – which is particularly important in the Japanese case where site characterisation is initiated 
on the basis of volunteers coming forward. Although the requirement to show sufficient safety is 
constant, the way in which this may be achieved through a combination of engineered and natural 
barriers can vary considerably from site to site. Of course, constructional and operational constraints 
may also differ considerably between sites.  

 

4 Safety Case Evolution with Time 
 

As illustrated in Figure 2, the stepwise progress in repository siting and implementation in Japan is 
associated with a number of milestones where critical decisions have to be made – initially at times 
when information may be restricted or highly uncertain. Using the wide definition of safety case as 
defined above, this brings together most of the technical issues required to support decision-making 
and gives prominence to safety, while explicitly recognising that it has to be balanced against other 
project constraints. 

It should be emphasised, however, that developing the provisional safety cases at early stages requires 
many assumptions to be made – justified predominantly by expert opinion – that will need to be 
confirmed at later stages or, if not, the safety case and associated site / design selection need to be re-
assessed. It is also important to note that decisions are not made on technical criteria alone; strategic 
and tactical factors can be important. For example, if a large number of potential designs appear 
feasible, should effort be concentrated on a narrow range (to focus effort and maximise synergy) or 
more widely (to minimise risks of “common mode” failure)? 
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Figure 2: Use of an evolving safety case (SC) to guide decision-making; initially selecting sites for 
preliminary and detailed investigation (PI / DI) and then the actual site 

 to be taken through to licensing. 

 

5 Example of Application: Remote Handling of EBS 
Emplacement 

 

As previously noted, the starting point for Japanese HLW repository design is provided by H12 (JNC, 
2000) – which includes horizontal and vertical emplacement options for both hard and soft rock 
(Figure 3). It should be borne in mind, however, that the PA models used in H12 could not distinguish 
between such options as they were incapable of representing EBS orientation and the role of 
secondary components such as tunnel liners or the overlying tunnel for the vertical option. Such 
simple sketches give no indication of how this EBS would be emplaced in practice and hence how the 
process and the resulting quality of the barriers would be influenced by the characteristics of specific 
sites. In order to proceed further, therefore, RWMC initiated a project to examine different remote-
handled emplacement options (e.g. Kawamura et al., 2006) – focused in particular on different 
methods of emplacing the bentonite buffer (Figure 4), which is acknowledged to be the most safety-
critical component of the EBS.    
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Figure 3: Reference HLW repository and emplacement options (H12; JNC, 2000) 
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Initial effort in the “RH” project included design of handling equipment and full-scale tests under 
laboratory conditions. It was recognised, however, that the operating conditions would be very 
different underground but, in the absence of volunteer sites, assessment of the different variants relied 
on desk studies to evaluate their performance for a range of potential siting environments. As indicated 
in Figure 4, assessment considered five different options for buffer construction in-situ – using blocks, 
cold-isostatically pressed monoliths, compacted powder and pellets – and a prefabricated EBS module. 
These were evaluated for both horizontal and vertical emplacement.  

 

 
Figure 4: Bentonite emplacement methods considered in the remote handling (RH) project 

In terms of post closure safety, the critical parameter is the assured quality of the final EBS. For the 
buffer, this can be considered in terms of bentonite density, homogeneity and the possible presence of 
additional materials that could influence long-term barrier performance. Laboratory tests have shown 
that, in principle, all methods can reach required quality levels, but the methods differ considerably in 
the complexity of the equipment needed for remote handling, the duration of the emplacement process 
and its vulnerability to operational perturbations – all factors that would have to be carefully 
considered when developing an integrated safety case (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Divergence between real conditions and assessment model 

Differences between the options become even more dramatic when implementation under the 
environmental conditions expected in a Japanese repository is considered. The very simple sketches in 
Figure 5 need to be considerably modified to include the other components that will be present in the 
real case. For example (Figure 6), the vertical emplacement cases will probably require lining of both 
the emplacement hole and the overlying tunnel – not only to ensure mechanical stability, but also for 
water control. As conventional liners would be unlikely to be able to withstand the hydraulic head at 
repository depth, an appropriate drainage system would also be needed (in practice, possibly  
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complemented by local grouting of highly conductive features). To ease movement of heavy 
emplacement equipment, the overlying tunnel may need a level floor and / or rails. Even with drainage, 
ventilation would be needed for the strict humidity control required to allow handling of compacted 
bentonite. Other services that may be needed include power, lighting, monitoring, etc. 
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Figure 6: Components needed for practical implementation of a vertical emplacement option. 

Each of the bentonite emplacement options in Figure 4 can then be outlined in the form of a 
storyboard that illustrates the individual steps in the process of site preparation, material transport, 
emplacement and associated backfilling and sealing. Such storyboards highlight further practical 
problems that can lead to design modifications. For example, when considering waste emplacement in 
a series of vertical holes, it is clear that heavy equipment must repeatedly pass over either open or 
filled holes – giving a particular risk of damage to the top of the hole or contamination by foreign 
materials, probably requiring the design to include a borehole collar and a dustcap (Figure 7). In turn, 
the design modifications lead to changes in construction and operational procedures. 

The storyboards include not only consideration of expected operations, but also allow examination of 
potential perturbations. Because of the considerable disruption that could be caused by accidents or 
equipment failures (with associated costs and possible loss of public confidence), it is important that 
designs are robust and, to the maximum extent possible, failsafe. Considering the EBS emplacement 
process in a stepwise manner allows the individual stages that are most problematic to be identified 
and, where appropriate, design modifications to be introduced that reduce the risk of perturbations 
and/or ease the recovery from them. For example, vertical emplacement of a heavy overpack tends to 
be associated by a risk of dropping which, in the very restricted space available, could be very tricky 
to remediate. This leads to examination of options that would minimise this risk – e.g. Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Two variants where back-up supports are examined for an emplacement system 
 that is based on holding the overpack on the top. 

Such studies result in large numbers of variants where, in general, solution of one particular problem 
leads to issues that could influence other system requirements. Although, often, particular options can 
be seen to be “hopeless cases” for specific boundary conditions, a significant number usually remain 
which have pros and cons for the different top-level project requirements. Setting priorities can be 
done most transparently using some form of multi-attribute analysis (MAA) – but the focus on an 
integrated approach results in the need to consider all the components of a safety case and the explicit 
trade-offs involved. NUMO have published a list of “design factors” (NUMO, 2004) which summarise 
the attributes that could be considered when comparing alternative designs. At early stages, it may be 
difficult to address all of these factors by quantitative indicators, but surrogates may well be sufficient 
to provide the basis for an analysis (Table 1). 

Table 1: NUMO design factors expressed as “goals” for MAA, the resultant requirements for 
the particular case of EBS emplacement and some direct or surrogate indicators 
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all main  SC components 
(analogues, natural flu xes, etc. ).  
Full -scale,  long term  
demonst rat ions (post-closure).

Com prehensive set of support ing 
argum ents for all m ain SC 
com ponents.  Ful l-scale,  l ong term  
demonstrat ions (operati onal and 
post -cl osure).

Closure & 
monitoring

General c losure concept  (H12 
base): basel ine m onitori ng plan

S ite specifi c c losure concept , 
extended baseline mon itoring 
pl an (URL), general m onitori ng  
concept.

Si te specif ic  m onitori ng &  
c losu re concepts, outline  
baseline m onitoring pl an 
(const ruct ion &  o perat ion), 
response concepts.

Site specif ic  m onitoring & closure 
concepts:  baseline  m on itoring 
and response plan (constructi on 
& operation).

Coupling 
between sites

Lit tl e – medium  (possibly none if 
f ew site s)

M edium  - high Very hi gh Non e (form ally) – but sel ect ion 
process m ay be needed to 
support  SC /SEA   
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6 Overview and Conclusions 
 

 By considering a wider definition of the safety case, a balance can be achieved on the constraints 
influencing repository design; although the need to assure long-term performance is clear, there are 
many other practical issues that have to be considered to ensure that a concept is practical, robust and 
economically sensible (Figure 8). In the Japanese case, developing a range of options and then 
tailoring them to particular sites is particularly challenging, given the open solicitation approach to 
siting and NUMO’s commitment to carry out this work in an open and transparent manner. 
Nevertheless, much progress has been made by complementing initial laboratory work by detailed 
assessment of how options would be implemented under the conditions in an operational repository.  

It is clear that this operational analysis does not replace the need to carry out full scale 
demonstration tests in underground research facilities. However, by identifying clear limitations of 
overly simplistic concepts developed only with post-closure safety in mind and explicitly accepting 
the trade-offs that have to be made in any engineering project, more practical options can be 
developed which will allow efforts to be better focused and maximum benefit to be gained from such 
expensive and time-consuming studies. 

 

 

Assessment of sub-systems provides 
input for integrated system design

Fabrication and 
encapsulation 

at surface

Transportation 
to/ in 

subsurface

Emplacement of 
EBS in the 

disposal pit/ tunnel

System integration of tele handling and emplacement processes

Fabrication and 
encapsulation 

at surface

Transportation 
to/ in 

subsurface

Emplacement of 
EBS in the 

disposal pit/ tunnel

System integration of tele handling and emplacement processes

Requirements: initial quality of EBS

Top down

Bottom up

RWMC Technical Catalogue 
Remote control Gap filling Retrievability

PEM assembly

Inspection

Control of emplacement environment

Long term performance

An integrated system using top-down 
requirementsallows focus on total system 
goals

  
 

Figure 8: Overview of the assessment of remote handled options for key repository operations 
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